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There is a lot in this slide deck…

 Look for this icon…
 It marks a place where we could have additional 

sessions
 Go deeper

 How does digital tv work?

 Broadcast tv rf and modulation.

 Cable tv rf and modulation.

 Deeper cable tv details.

 HbbTV and ATSC3.

 Talk about these topics with more of a radio emphasis



In the beginning, we had NTSC

 Back in the day we had a television standard called NTSC (National 
Television System Committee

 1940’s, analog tv, b/w…

 updated in 1953 to include color

 The standard describes:
 ~30 frames per second of 525 horizontal lines

 Can be black and white only images (referred to as Luma)

 Can be color images (referred to as the Chroma component)

 US spectrum divided into 6 MHz channels



The Spectrum



The first 1’s and 0’s



Clean Sweep



Enter the cable era

 The first cable tv companies were 
created in the 1950’s 
 (some dispute whether it was an east or 

west coast thing)

 Broadcast tv signals were collected with 
OTA antennas and recombined on to a 
coax-based system.



Can I borrow that…

 Folks started to figure out they could attach to the cable “plant” 
and watch the signals.

 Cable companies started adding theft prevention techniques.  

 They started with simple filters to block all of the signals (band reject)

 Then Negative and Positive jamming
 notch filters to block portions of the analog signal or strong signals in the 

middle of the envelope (~birdies).



The Spectrum



Trick-sy cable guys…

 The next trick was move the entire band of frequencies 
above the receive frequency of the NTSC tv receivers.  

 This was the beginning of the Set Top Box (STB) era.  

 These STB’s would transcode the higher band signals 
down to a lower channel…what we usually call 
“Channel 3/4”



Enter Cable Ready TV’s…

 Manufacturers started to build ”Cable Ready TV’s”.
 Frequency agile tuners with frequency look up tables for a regions 

channel map schemes

 Starts scan at ch. 2 and sweep the entire range, recording signal 
locks 

 The simple STB’s no longer needed
 Upper band signals could be captured

 CATV Hiding channels now defeated 



Now what…

 Float the analog signal on a voltage.
 analog tv is 0 volt based

 Vary the zero carrier voltage

 Float the tv signal in and out of AGC 
and signal lock

 Yeah…that will work!
 …and it did mostly



Slow evolution for STB’s

 Up to now, STB’s were “uni-directional”
 All signals were FROM the head end transmitters TO the STB receiver

 Analog signals retransmitted on the 6 Mhz channels of the “plant”

 Early analog plants 
 …were about 500 Mhz wide, 

 …starting at about  54 Mhz

 …lets say 480 Mhz of bandwidth broken into 6 Mhz channels

 Approximately 80 analog channels (480 / 6)



Enter Cable Ready TV’s…

 Manufacturers started to build ”Cable Ready TV’s”.
 Frequency agile tuners with frequency look up tables for a regions 

channel map schemes

 Starts scan at ch. 2 and sweep the entire range, recording signal 
locks 

 The simple STB’s no longer needed
 Upper band signals could be captured

 CATV Hiding channels now defeated 



Next evolution for STB’s

 ”forward band” channels (signals from the head end to the STB) started at 
about 54 Mhz

 Spectrum < 54 Mhz had issues…
 Cable plants are closed systems and could use all the spectrum less than 54 Mhz

 Significant “natural” noise in that “band”

 Use the 0-54 Mhz frequencies and create an “Out of Band” communications 
channel 
 54 Mhz and up = Inband channel or later, the “forward data channel” 

 54 Mhz and below = Out of Band channel for command-and-control signals from the 
head end to the stb.

 QPSK signals for strong noise resistance and low data rates

 Used to pass billing and authorization information
 Later would include a QPSK transmitter to create “bi-directional STB’s”



Next next evolution for cable

 Cable companies started to add channels
 introduced “addressable” STB and 
 more sophisticated scrambling and theft protection techniques (called 

entitlement and encryption controls).  
 Additional channels meant too many signals to protect with the coarse 

signal hiding and filtering techniques.

 Encryption allowed each channel to be “scrambled”.  
 Entitlement enabled the cable company to select which channels a 

given customer would be entitled to descramble. 
 Simple registration scheme where they would broadcast the serial 

numbers of the STBs (“addressable” STB’s) that were entitled to decrypt 
channels (like HBO, Showtime, etc.). 



Life is good…
…UNTIL THE MID-90’S



Satellite TV hits North America

 Mid-90’s saw the introduction of DBS/DSS - what we now call DirecTV 
and Dish

 Those tv signals were RADICALLY different than anything we have 
seen in the States.  

 DBS was based on a digital standard from Europe called “DVB-S”.  

 The digital standards digitized analog signals and allowed for signal 
compression and encryption.  

 Digitizing and compression significantly changed TV in the US 



Satellite TV hits North America

 Had a nation-wide footprint (vs. the geographic monopolies)
 Digital signal

 Not NTSC

 QAM vs. QPSK (higher bit rate)

 Allows for signal compression (~6-8:1)

 Remember 480 Mhz, 6 Mhz channels was about 80 analog channels

 Digital compression meant 400-600 channels!
 US Cable had to adapt to compete



Spectrum now and then

In the NTSC world spectrum 
looked like:

In the Satallite world more 
like:



Digital cable

 US cable started shifting from analog cable to a digital cable format 
(remember DVB-S from before…they used DVB-C).  

 Shifting to a digital signal meant a whole new breed of cable STB.  

 These digital STB’s had one or more receivers to receive the digital 
signals and pass them to analog or digital “tv tuners” (codecs).  

 The cable companies could compete with satellite now.



Cable in the 2000’s

 The shift of cable to digital meant more than that though…. 
 Cable realized that there was not much of a difference between a 

bundle of 1’s and 0’s of video data and any other data.  

 The cable companies had figured out that they could now deliver 
data services…and those data services could be…
 video and audio like TV

 audio like telephony, 

 regular data services, etc.  

 It also meant that they could radically change the way cable tv 
was delivered. 



Remember the 
good ol’ days?
 OTA RF
 One or many antennas
 Combined onto a coax distribution 

system
 Large diameter feeder trunks
 DC bias voltage to supply distribution 

amps

 Branch out to smaller feeders and 
ultimately a distribution pedestal to 
neighborhoods/homes

 RF math could be a pain (feedback 
loops)



The hybrid fiber coax 
plant (HFC)
 All signals are digital
 Essentially internet technology

 Optical/Fiber rings for redundancy

 Convert to traditional RF in the “last mile”
 Bidirectional signalling/data transfer

 QAM256 ~ 38 mb/s  …once you get off 
the fiber ring
 NTSC ~ 19 Mb/s

 QPSK ~6 Mb/s

 QAM64 ~ 27 Mb/s



What is next?

 Essentially Netflix for everyone 
 No real ”broadcast” concept but rather “stream everything”

 What you want

 When you want

 Where you want  

 Cable companies do everything…
 “managed data services”

 Cell service, tv, high speed data, IoT…

 everything…
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